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ACROSS
1 Forage herbage
4 Till, in Twickenham
10 Light greenish blue
14 Appearance
19 Pique
20 Pal around with
21 An Aaron
22 More docile
23 Ruin immature chances?
26 Informal speech
27 Seasoning herb
28 Speedwagon
29 Owned
30 Fat liquid
32 Secondhand
33 Tropical constrictor
34 Peace, in Peru
35 Indigo
36 Bossy, for one
39 Found in a pencil case often
40 Avoid an immature tantrum?
43 Vital statistic
44 Lively dance
45 Single entity
46 Gender abbr.
47 Entreaty
48 Two-tootsy type
51 Tiny biter
53 Modify manuscripts
54 More robust
55 Blame
56 NYC Ave.
57 Mountain waters
58 Beast of burden
59 Energy unit
62 Reserve
63 Having two systems
66 Coast guard off
67 Sign of immature intensity?
70 TGIF portion
71 Put in for more
73 Ventiane’s land
74 Honing device
76 Egg confections
77 Essence
78 Roasted fowl part
79 Farm wagon
80 Bandleader Shaw
82 With 83 Down, PA college
83 Portend
84 Building materials
85 Silver screen Arlene
86 Certain
87 In favor of
88 Prince Valiant’s boy
89 Had a bite
90 Immature matters needing attention?
94 Whale school
97 Bush panel
98 Tiny container
99 Author Fleming
100 Medico
101 Tannenbaum time
102 Lay aside weapons
104 Sharp start?
105 Public notices
106 Porcupine spine
107 Urge forward
109 Immaturely enraged?
113 Prickly cactus
114 Issue forth
115 Madrid money
116 “I” problem, maybe
117 Flirtatiously
118 Queen Margrethe subject
119 Wandering domestic animal
120 VIP in DC

DOWN
1 Unwelcome eating result?
2 Stir to action
3 British royal guards
4 Speech sound study: abbr.
5 Filmdom’s Chaney
6 Legendary fairy king
7 Dislodge
8 Disco dancing
9 Cable channel
10 Burning brightly
11 Pound sterling
12 An ode’s on one
13 One of Jason’s crew
14 Reflective pronoun
15 Niger neighbor
16 Immature part for Richard Harris?
17 Ike was one
18 Work unit
24 Josh
25 Morning task
31 Rhythmic cadence
33 ___ down
34 Show fatigue
35 ___ the hole
37 Double-curve molding
38 Have on
40 Performed
41 Bambooze
42 Merry fellow?
44 Witticism
47 ___ Alto
48 Leafy shelter
49 Suns sense
50 Assumes wealthy immaturity?
51 Model maker
52 Notorious fiddler
53 Overhanging edges
54 Bisons’ characteristics
57 Sierra Nevada’s lake
58 Move around in confusion
60 Avoid commitment
61 Command for silence, in court
62 Clinton prober
63 Greyish tan
64 Big name in golf
65 Property claims
68 Gardener’s delight
69 Tilled soil
72 Disturb
75 One of two
77 Desert ruminant
78 Plunder
80 Hebrew month
81 Give a grade to
82 Islam’s Father
83 See 82 Across
84 Attempt
86 Incite
87 Pious petitions
88 Circle section
90 Elliptically
91 Concentrate obsessively
92 Most unusual
93 Jodie of films
94 Crafty deceptions
95 Cite as fact
96 Heavy woollen fabric
101 Ingrid’s “Anastasia” costar
103 Patricia of movies
104 Asgard bigwig
105 Admiringly tongue-ties
106 Concrete whirl
107 Business abbr.
108 Cattle call
110 Org. for 100 Across
111 Imitate
112 School gp.